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1: Preschool Language Activities - Language Development in Early Childhood
Promoting language development at preschool In preschool your child will be immersed in a world of formal and informal
learning. Language skills are a critical ingredient for success, both in learning skills and concepts and in getting along
with others.

From birth to the age of five, children develop language skills at a fast pace. Also, it may take children who
live in a multi-lingual household longer before they begin to talk. After the age of five, it becomes more
difficult to learn a new language. Constructs sentences using three to four words. Learns words to rhyming
songs. Retells stories by focusing on specific parts. Uses six to eight word sentences. Can repeat multi-step
directions. Uses positional words under, over, around. Retells basic stories following the right sequence.
Recalls and recites stories, songs, poems, and movies in sequence. Preschool Language Activities
Word-egories Play this easy category game with your child. Begin brainstorming names of items that fit that
category such as: Shorts, pants, T-shirts, sweaters, hats. Build up to more complex categories such as:
Clothing items we wear in the winter. I like using this set of categories language cards to help brainstorm
ideas. It includes food cards, animal cards and everyday objects. Family Talk Open up a conversation with
your child about the people in your family. I have a daddy and a mommy, their names are Noah and Jessica.
My uncles are Zach and Daniel. I live in a house in the city of New York. How many grandparents do you
have? What are their names? Where do they live? How was Your Day? This preschool language activity is our
favorite supper time game. We go around the table and each person says their favorite and least favorite part
of their day. Puppet Picnic This is actually an idea that I got from my son. He loves to put up a puppet show or
have a puppet picnic with his animal puppets. Through the puppets I encourage his conversation skills and
increase his vocabulary. It is lovely to hear the things the lion has to tell the bear and how the monkey gets
involved. Wishing List This game helps children develop their imagination. Start a sentence with: I wish I
could go swimming today. I wish I could meet Mr. I wish I could give my daddy a pony-back ride Encourage
your child to create longer sentences and build up to a short story: They see us talking on the phone and try to
mimic our actions. Let your child talk on the phone with relatives and their peers. Help the flow of the
conversation by staying near by and guiding them. You can also have a pretend telephone conversation when
you play with your child. Instruction Time Being able to follow instructions is a must when entering
kindergarten. Begin these preschool language activities with one step instructions. In class I tell the kids:
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2: Language Development in Preschool
At this stage, your child uses her ever-increasing language skills to become a "big talker" and develops an awareness of
the power of the written word. Parents and caregivers of preschoolers.

Enjoy rhymes and word play The 5-year-old: Shows early understanding of time concepts Counts to 10
Knows telephone number Responds to "why" questions Stuttering may occur in the normal language
development of toddlers ages 3 to 4 years. It occurs because ideas come to mind faster than the child is able to
express them, especially if the child is stressed or excited. When the child is speaking, give your full, prompt
attention. Do not comment on the stuttering. Consider having the child evaluated by a speech pathologist if:
There are other signs with the stuttering, such as tics, grimacing, or extreme self-consciousness. The stuttering
lasts longer than 6 months. As time passes, the child is better able to cooperate with a larger number of peers.
Although 4- to 5-year-olds may be able to start playing games that have rules, the rules are likely to change,
often at the whim of the dominant child. It is common in a small group of preschoolers to see a dominant child
emerge who tends to boss around the other children without much resistance from them. It is normal for
preschoolers to test their physical, behavioral, and emotional limits. Having a safe, structured environment in
which to explore and face new challenges is important. However, preschoolers need well-defined limits. The
child should display initiative, curiosity, the desire to explore, and enjoyment without feeling guilty or
inhibited. Early morality develops as children want to please their parents and others of importance. This is
commonly known as the "good boy" or "good girl" stage. Elaborate storytelling may progress into lying. If
this is not addressed during the preschool years, this behavior may continue into the adult years. Mouthing off
or backtalk is most often a way for preschoolers to get attention and a reaction from an adult. Preschoolers are
highly mobile and able to quickly get into dangerous situations. Parental supervision at this age is essential,
just as it was during the earlier years. Car safety is critical. It is important to review your rules for car safety
with others who may be supervising your child. Falls are a major cause of injury in preschoolers. Climbing to
new and adventurous heights, preschoolers may fall off playground equipment, bikes, down stairs, from trees,
out of windows, and off roofs. Lock doors that give access to dangerous areas such as roofs, attic windows,
and steep staircases. Have strict rules for the preschooler about areas that are off-limits. Kitchens are a prime
area for a preschooler to get burned, either while trying to help cook or coming in contact with appliances that
are still hot. Encourage the child to help cook or learn cooking skills with recipes for cold foods. Have other
activities for the child to enjoy in a nearby room while you are cooking. Keep the child away from the stove,
hot foods, and other appliances. Keep all household products and medicines safely locked out of the reach of
preschoolers. Know the number for your local poison control center. Call if you have any questions about
poisoning or poison prevention. It does NOT need to be an emergency. You can call for any reason, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Sex role development is based in the toddler years. It is important for the child to have
appropriate role models of both sexes. Single parents should make sure the child has the chance to spend time
with a relative or friend who is the opposite sex of the parent. Never be critical about the other parent. When
the child has sexual play or exploration with peers, redirect the play and tell the child that it is inappropriate.
Do not shame the child. Because language skills develop quickly in the preschooler, it is important for parents
to read to the child and talk with the child often throughout the day. Discipline should give the preschooler
chances to make choices and face new challenges while maintaining clear limits. Structure is important for the
preschooler. Having a daily routine including age-appropriate chores can help a child feel like an important
part of the family and enhance self-esteem. The child may need reminders and supervision to finish chores.
Recognize and acknowledge when the child behaves, or does a chore correctly or without extra reminders.
Take the time to note and reward good behaviors. From age 4 to 5, many children backtalk. Address these
behaviors without reacting to the words or attitudes. If the child feels these words will give them power over
the parent, the behavior will continue. It is often difficult for parents to stay calm while trying to address the
behavior. When a child is starting school, parents should keep in mind that there can be big differences among
children ages 5 to 6 in terms of attention span , reading readiness, and fine motor skills. Recommendations for
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preventive pediatric health care. Accessed January 12, Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics. Nelson Essentials of
Pediatrics.
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3: Preschooler Language Development Milestones . Reading & Language . Education | PBS Parents
Language development is the process by which we come to understand and communicate language. Children develop
language at their own individual paces and at different ages from one another.

Many preschoolers become "big talkers. Some young children seem to talk in paragraphs, not just sentences.
Others prefer to observe the world rather than talk about it. Young children often "overapply" rules of
language. Because they are still learning how language works, children may incorrectly apply a rule they have
learned. For example, your child may apply the "-ed" to all verbs, saying, "We wented to the store" or "We
goed to the store. Young children begin to narrate their actions with words. Parents and caregivers may hear
preschoolers "thinking out loud. Young children learn to be creative users of language. Your child may make
up her own words or names for things, especially favorite animals or people. For example, her stuffed wooly
mammoth may become "mammly," or a pink dinosaur, "pinkety. Young children learn the power of their
words. Just as your young child becomes aware of the power he has to make things happen in the world, he is
also discovering the power of words. It is normal for children to test out this power occasionally through
insults or other forms of verbal aggression. These occasions, although not always welcomed by parents and
caregivers, do provide teachable moments that adults can use to talk about the impact of words on others.
Encouraging Your Preschooler Participate in pretend play with your child. Many children are natural
pretenders and move easily between the worlds of fantasy and reality. When you join in, take your cues from
your child and try not to take control of the situation. If your child is planning a surprise birthday party, you
can be a guest and ask, "Can I help you with anything before the other guests arrive? Play helps young
children develop skills that are fundamental to reading by stimulating language development and the creative
use of words. As children pretend, they also acquire an understanding of characters, the structure of stories,
and point of view. As you read together, ask your child questions about the story. Helping your child link what
is in the story to her own life or ideas promotes her understanding of stories. You can help your child make
these important links by asking questions such as, "Does this grandma in the story remind you of Nanna? If
your child needs help playing make-believe, you can show her how to pretend by using objects such as dolls
or action figures. You can also participate in a pretend scenario or suggest roles for your child "I need
someone to ring up my groceries. Do you want to do that? As children become more experienced "players,"
parents can gradually lessen their participation. This models for your child the correct form of the word and
shows that you are paying attention to the content of her language as well as the form. Learn more about how
preschoolers develop into readers.
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4: Speech and Language Development in Preschoolers | Healthfully
Preschool language development activities should be part of each day in the classroom, and also in the home. In a
previous post, I shared how important it is to build young children's language development.

She is currently a registered nurse. She is interested in teaching, and writes articles focused on student nurses
for various online publications. Preschoolers are between three and five years old. At this time, the preschool
child may acquire certain skills referred to as developmental milestones. These skills involve physical,
emotional, social and cognitive abilities. How Kids Develop suggests that a developmental milestone is a skill
that a child acquires within a particular time frame. All children do not develop at the same rate. Examples of
developmental milestones or skills children acquire as they get older are the ability to ride a bicycle or recite
poems. The preschooler should be able to hold a crayon and draw circles, squares and triangles. He should
also have the ability to button and zip or unzip his clothes. Gross Motor Skills The gross motor skills of a
preschool child include being able to go up a staircase with alternate steps-- that is putting one foot on each
step as he climbs up, instead of both feet on one step, throw and catch a ball, hop, climb and skip, pedal a
bicycle and jump over low obstacles. To perform gross motor skills, a child uses his large muscles. The
preschooler uses a minimum of words, can say three-word sentences and understands plurals. She is also
inquisitive and asks lots of questions, knows the names of different colors and can recite familiar songs,
poems or stories from memory. The preschooler can participate in conversations and begins to develop his
reasoning skills. He also knows his age and address, can identify the heavier of two objects and can name the
days of the week. At this age, a child can tell a story with a beginning, middle and end. He also knows the
names of different shapes. Preschoolers may not be able to differentiate reality from fantasy. A preschooler
can follow simple rules during games, she may approach other children and begin to play with them and
enjoys playing make-believe games. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, preschoolers between
the age of four and five years old show increased self-confidence and independence and may visit a next-door
neighbor alone.
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5: Understanding Language Development in Preschoolers
Your preschool child's speech and language development Your preschool child is busy talking, exploring and playing. All
of these activities are important for his or her growth and development - and for learning communication skills.

Most children learn how to listen, speak, read, and write from birth through grade three. They typically begin
to use literacy as a learning tool in the middle to the end of third grade. But over my years of working in the
field of early childhood education, I have seen many young children who are not engaged in enough
meaningful conversations with the adults in their lives. As a result, they may not read as readily or as easily
and could even struggle with some aspects of school and even later in life. It impacts far more than grades or
just the immediate school year. Children who are not fluent readers by fourth grade are more likely to struggle
with reading in adulthood. In fact, a study by The Annie E. The vocabulary learned in these early years
provides the foundation needed for language development. From the earliest cooing with caregivers, babies
learn that language is reciprocal. When they coo, their caregivers respond. From this very basic experience,
babies begin to understand that sounds have meaning and people will respond to them. This correlation was
first suggested by renowned researchers Betty Hart, Ph. In my former position as the Director of Early
Childhood Education for Bridgeport Public Schools , I often had the privilege of meeting with parents as well
as early care and education teachers. And best of all, they are free! Talk to your child all day, every day:
Children hear countless sounds in their environment every day â€” the outdoors, music, television, electronic
equipment, etc. Our job is to engage children in meaningful conversation in which they speak and we respond,
and vice versa. With young children, you can talk about the clothes they are wearing, the foods they are eating,
or what they are doing. Keeping the discussion related to them makes the conversation more meaningful and
holds their interest longer. Interactive conversation, asking questions, reviewing what you have done and even
narrating what you are doing helps ensure your child gets a steady stream of meaningful language. Avoid
using slang or pronouns. Speak in full sentences as often as possible. As your child masters words and names
for the things around them, you can add information and expand on the items. Even if your child is not
speaking, they may understand more than you expect. Properly naming objects instead of using vague
pronouns can help them identify the items in their own environment, even if they cannot successfully
pronounce or label them on their own. Answer your child simply, yet completely: So, when you get one of
those questions or a lot of those questions , answer them as simply, yet as completely, as possible. In addition,
when children are doing something, ask them a question. For instance, if your child is building a tower with
blocks, ask her why the tower fell or why she selected one block over another. If she is making a puzzle, use
words to help her put the puzzle together. Do you see another piece with that color? Will they fit together?
Reading to your child every day is a MUST. Reading helps children develop the rhythm and structure of
language as they learn new words. Reading can become a special time of day for the two of you â€” and that
time does not have to be just before bed. Simply sitting down with a book or two and reading together will
motivate your child to read and build healthy habits that will last a lifetime. Expose your child to as much as
possible: Bring your child everywhere. Go grocery shopping together and talk about the fruits and vegetables
you see, their colors, and their tastes. Take your child to the beach and discuss the shells, sand, and water.
Visit the farm so they can see that milk comes from a cow and not the store. Bring them outdoors to play with
neighbors and friends. The more chances your child has to socialize and communicate with others, from adults
to other small children, the more opportunities they have to practice those important language skills that will
serve them so well in school and later in life. You do not have to go far; stores in your own neighborhood,
community events and other outings may be errands to you, but offer a lot of potential opportunities for
learning for your preschooler or toddler. Are You Ready for Graduate School? Take this quick assessment and
find out if you have what it takes to go to the next level. Get Started Tell stories: Storytelling is a great family
activity. While showing family photographs, talk about who is in the photograph, what they are doing, and
where they were. Tell your child a story before bedtime, and have him or her tell you a story, too. Stories can
help your child prepare before an activity, as well. If you are heading to the dentist, then reading a book about
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a favorite character who visits the dentist and talking about teeth and brushing can help your child prepare.
Not only will this approach provide more opportunities for learning, social stories can help reduce anxiety
about doctors, dentists, and outings, too. I once heard that language listening and speaking is the gateway to
literacy reading and writing â€” which is true. Children cannot learn if they have poor literacy. So talk, talk,
talk! Help your child learn as many words as possible. Help them hear and practice speaking while learning
the rhythm and structure of language. Most will become confident talkers and successful learners over time.
One of our most important roles as a parent or a teacher is preparing our children to be successful. Together,
we can do it! If you enjoyed this blog, you may want to read others on this topic by the same author.
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6: Observing Language Development in Preschoolers
Preschool Language Development. By the time the average preschooler starts school she has a reasonably big
vocabulary. The lucky preshooler who has had lots of pleasant interactions knows how to communicate her wants and
needs.

Preschooler Language Development Milestones 3 to 4 Years: Parents and caregivers of preschoolers can help
them develop into readers and writers by playing with letters and their sounds, promoting dramatic play using
characters from books, and reading lots of books together. Through his own daily experiences, your
preschooler learns more and more about the way things work in the world and his place in it. At the same
time, he is able to use his ever-increasing vocabulary and language skills to share his observations, ideas, and
imaginary worlds with other children and adults. Young children can be entertaining storytellers, engaging
conversational partners, and frustrating negotiators. During the preschool years, your child will become aware
that the world is filled with letters and may begin to recognize familiar words. You can help your preschooler
become an eager reader and writer through simple conversations and reading together. It helps to plan regular
times to read with your young child and talk together daily about things that interest him. You can turn
everyday experiences such as waiting in lines, doing errands, and riding the bus into conversation starters.
When you point to the words as you read or talk about the title and author, you help your child learn about the
different parts of the book. You also show him that reading involves connecting spoken words to printed ones.
Most young children make grammatical errors while they are learning to talk. This way, you teach her proper
grammar and demonstrate that making mistakes is how we learn. Join your child in pretend play. Pretending
actually helps children develop language and literacy skills. They use new words and ways of speaking when
they play different roles. They also practice making up stories, a skill that helps them understand books read
aloud to them. Make up rhymes as you go about your day. Rhyming and other kinds of word play help your
child to hear differences between sounds to understand that words are made up of sounds. Being able to rhyme
will actually help your child learn to read and write. Draw and write alongside your child. One way to
encourage your child to write is to show him how you write. When you write, talk to him about what you are
doing. That way, you teach your child how we use writing in everything from grocery lists to phone messages.
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7: Preschooler ( years old) | Child Development | NCBDDD | CDC
Help your child develop good language skills by speaking to him in complete sentences and using "grown up" words.
Help him to use the correct words and phrases. Help your child through the steps to solve problems when she is upset.

All of these activities are important for his or her growth and development - and for learning communication
skills. Talking, listening and playing with your child will help to build the skills he or she needs to succeed in
school and in life. About one in 10 children needs help developing normal speech and language skills. If your
child is not meeting one or more of these milestones, please contact your local Preschool Speech and
Language Program. Three-year-olds like it when you: Give them different materials to encourage drawing and
scribbling, including chalk, pencils, crayons, markers, finger paints. Give them choices - about what foods to
eat, toys to play with, clothes to wear. Model correct sounds and grammar for them - child says "he wunned"
and you say "yes, he ran". Read books that are predictable and repetitive - pause to give the child a chance to
fill in the words and phrases. Play and pretend with them! They may like acting out scenes from their favourite
videos, pretending to eat in a restaurant or to be a teacher or firefighter. Four-year-olds like it when you: Give
them lots of opportunities to play with other children - at the library, the park, the Early Years Centre.
Sometimes they like having just one or two friends over to your home to play. Point out words in books and
run your finger under words while you read to them. Talk about the order of events - describe what happens
first, next and last - "first we wash our hands, then we have a snack and last we put our dishes in the sink".
Encourage them to tell their own stories - by asking them to tell you about their day, to describe a movie they
watched, to tell you about their favourite book. Five-year-olds like it when you: Ask them to predict what will
happen next - "What do you think will happen when Sam opens his birthday present? Let them help plan
events. Talk about what you need to do before a birthday party, or how to get ready to go to the zoo. Ask your
child "why" and "how" questions as you talk. Ask them to help. Your child will enjoy helping you bake
cookies, set the table, sort laundry, etc. Give them instructions and see if they can tell you the steps.
Assessment and a range of treatment services are provided to children and their families across the province in
many different communities, as close to home as possible. For more information, contact:
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8: Language Development In Early Childhood
Preschool yrs; Grade School yrs. Language milestones. but don't be alarmed if his development takes a slightly different
course. Alert your.

Product Reviews Language Development in Preschoolers Our preschoolers language development and all
areas of growth and development, can happen at different ages and at different speeds. What if you suspect
that there more than an individual growth and development progression going on with a particular child?
Preschool can provide our children with the important foundational skills needed to offer a path to improving
their overall achievement at later ages. However, this is only one area of language: There are many more
aspects to this area than speech. It is best described as the process by which people come to understand and
communicate language. Children develop language very rapidly from birth to age five. As early childhood
educators, we need to be aware of this and not have language expectations for one child based on the the
language achievements of another. Rather, we should be aware of the stage of development that each child is
currently in and plan based on that knowledge. They may be concerned that their child still uses "baby talk"
when their niece does not. They may be concerned that their child says "fog" instead of "frog", even though
his brother could say "frog" when he was a year younger than this child. They may ask you "Is my child
behind? Let them know that All children go through set stages of language development, but they do so at
very different paces and ages. Let them know that there can be a month window of development. Let them
know where their child is in this area of development. Let them know that you are an Early Childhood
Educator, and therefore know about the ages and stages of preschool growth and development. Observe the
child over time and then address any concerns with parents: Talk with the parents and ask if they notice this at
home. The parents may say they do notice it at home as well. You can then encourage the parent to make an
appointment with the pediatrician. It is important that you are aware of what to expect from each age before
determining that there is a concern to begin with. It is important that we are addressing concerns with parents;
we just need to be sure to give them clear and appropriate information.
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9: 6 Activities to Improve Children's Language Development
Language and communication skills are critical to a child's development. Good communication makes them better able
to engage in socialization and to learn from their environment and from formal classroom instruction. When we talk
about communication we are talking about both speech which is the.

Print If the job of a toddler is to learn to talk, the job of a preschooler is to learn to communicate, which is a
complicated task indeed! From learning the sounds that make up words, to figuring out what the words mean
and determining how to combine them into syntactic strings that have meaning within a culture or
environment, mastering language use is a major achievement for such young children. According to Russian
researcher Lev Vygotsky, language develops from social interactions for communication purposes. To guide
behaviors, overcome obstacles, and acquire new skills, children use what Vygotsky termed private speech, a
verbalized but really internal monologue. Private speech reaches its height between years old. As children
mature and their utterances become more standard, parents will seamlessly withdraw the previous supports.
Thus, language use and vocabulary development is fostered within a social and cultural context, through
meaningful interactions with parents, caregivers, peers, siblings, etc. While learning about language, children
are also learning about culture, behavioral expectations, and social interactions. Language Development By
the age of three, most children have considerable experience with language. They can understand most
sentences, understand the use of basic prepositions e. Their spoken sentences on average are as many words
long as they are old e. A majority of their words should be understandable to a person outside the home.
Across the preschool period, children are learning to categorize items e. To help parents know how to answer
the onslaught of wonderings, check out Whyzz. Before they are 6, children can recall parts of a story, use
future tense, begin to tell stories, and can say their name, age, gender, and address. Their sentences are on
average at least 5 words. Their vocabulary has increased at least 4-fold, from around words to upwards of ,
They are now able to define common items by use e. Most children this age can follow three step directions.
That is, children learn a grammar rule through interaction and then over apply that rule. These peculiarities
notwithstanding, 5-year-olds use increasingly descriptive language for functional purposes, including
conveying information, asking questions, and providing explanations. Offer function cues and see if your child
can identify the word e. Help your child better understand prepositions by asking her to put the box under the
table, next to the spoon, beside the bed, etc. Try this fun app also: Most important for literacy is the
development of phonological awareness often called phonemic awareness , the ability to recognize and
manipulate the sound units that make up words, be these individual phonemes sounds or syllables. Once a
child can auditorally distinguish individual sounds, she learns to link the sound with the visual representation
â€” the letter or the individual word. Thus, discerning sounds is a key early literacy skill. To get practice with
generic auditory discrimination skills, try this Magic School Bus activity. While most preschool programs will
teach children letter names, more relevant to cracking the code system for reading is the letter-sound
orientation. Here is a fun alphabet song that use letter sounds instead of letter names. By the end of the
preschool period, most children will know their upper and lowercase letters, and understand that letters make
up the sounds in words. They are beginning to sound out words in their environment or in books. They
understand the basic conventions of print, and can do some basic phonetic sound-based spelling in early story
writing or picture labeling. You can make learning sounds tactile by making scratch-and-sniff letters or words:
Have your child trace the letters to release the smell. Many children can also identity blends e. Preschool
children understand many print conventions, such as the left to right, top to bottom orientation of English
words. They know that spaces separate words and can identify familiar words in favorite books or familiar
environments e. Invite them to write sounds or words on a dry erase slate and then trace and erase with a q-tip.
Their fine motor skills vary and some children can produce all letters and many pictures with precision and
accuracy. Others may struggle to maintain size and form. A fun way to support sound writing over letter
writing is to put hair gel, food coloring, and glitter into a zip lock bag. Tape the bag to the table and use it as a
squishy surface for drawing sounds e. To further foster fine motor and writing abilities, have your child draw
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and write letters or words in shaving cream, finger paint, sand, or rice. Invite your child to experiment with all
sorts of writing tools, such as paints, chalk, bath crayons, clay, etc. Have him use blocks or magnets to put
sounds together and make early words based on phonetics e. Children this age begin to play with language.
They make up stories based on fantasy, but tell these tales as if they are real. Encouraging story-telling will
advance their cognition, linguistic abilities, and creativity. Phonetic Word Games Isolating individual
phonemes sounds lets children command the system that makes up words and is the basis of reading: See if he
can manipulate isolated phonemes by making new words as they switch out sounds e. Make a hopscotch board
with letters or phonetic words instead of numbers. Have your child say the sound or read the word before
hopping onto the square. Write letters or phonetic words onto the Candyland color cards. Have your child say
the letter or read the word in order to advance to the colored space. A fun learn-to-spell app is Learn to Spell:
Come up with Rhyming words while passing the time. For online fun, try Super Why. Isolate sounds at the
beginning, middle, and end of words. The newest research on literacy development in children emphasizes the
importance of providing reading interventions sooner rather than later.
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